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•    Unpolarized and Isotropic 
FD-like detector 

(Calorimetric energy and 
longitudinal profile) 

EAS particles 
dissipate their 

E through 
ionization  

A plasma of 
Te~ 104-5K 

created 

The electrons of the plasma 
interact with the neutral 

molecules of the atmosphere 
producing bremsstrahlung 
emission in the microwave 

Molecular bremsstrahlung (well known in astrophysical plasmas): 

(Plausible) Microwave Emission 
Mechanism 

100% duty cycle 

Minimal atmospheric attenuation 
(even with clouds and rain) 

Low cost (satellite equipment)   

•  Microwave,  GHz range, 
flat in frequency 
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Following the pioneering work of AMBER (first measurements performed 
in Hawaii published in 2008), a collaborative R&D effort is ongoing:  

R&D on Microwave Detection  

•  AMBER at Auger (covered by A. Connoly presentation) 
      trigger by Auger SD 
•  MIDAS (MIcrowave Detection of Air Showers) 
      a large field-of-view self-triggering antenna dish   
•  EASIER (Extensive Air Shower Identification using Electron 

Radiometer) 
      feed horn on Auger tank 
•  CROME (Cosmic Ray Observation by Microwave Emission) 
      antenna dish in coincidence with KASCADE 

•  AMY at Frascati Beam Test Facility  (V. Verzi, INFN Roma 2) 
•  At Argonne Van de Graaf (P. Privitera) 

Also, new beam measurements are being planned 

Complementary approaches, common goal: establish microwave 
detection as a viable technique for enhancing existing experiments and 
building much larger aperture detectors for UHECR.   
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Minimum signal level 
expected.  

Expectation, 
emission enhanced 
by coherence 

Measured signal 
attributed to 
molecular 
bremsstrahlung 

Depending 
on the 
plasma 
density 

parameters 

Each 
electron 

emission is 
independent 

Ptot = Ne x P1 

Phase-space 
correlation of 
the individual 

emission  

Ptot = (Ne )2 x P1 

RANDOM INTERFERENCE 

COHERENCE 
Partial coherence possible 

P.W Gorham et al., “Observations of microwave continuum emission from air shower plasmas” 
Phys. Rev .D. 78, 032007 (2008) 

28 GeV electron 
beam showering on 
a target,microwave 
emission measured 
in the air volume of 
anechoic chamber  
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PROTOTYPE DETECTOR DESIGN PARAMETERS 
Large collection area ~ 10 m2  4.5m dish 

Pixel field of view  ~1.5° Extended C-Band 

Total field of view  ~15° ~50 channels 

Time domain  100 ns resolution  Fast power detector 

Trigger for fast 
transient events 

Flash ADC acquisition 
with FPGA trigger 

I0, meas= 4 10-16 W/m2/Hz 
E0 = 3.4 1017 eV 

@ 10 Km 

Tsys=100K Aeff = 10 m2 

Δt = 100ns Δf = 1GHz 

I = 2.8 10-24 W/m2/Hz 

ΔI = 1.6 10-23 W/m2/Hz 

5σ detection threshold 

Equa ~ 2 1018 eV 
Elin ~ 1019 eV 

(Wavelength, 
dish collection 
area and f.o.v. 
closely tied ) 

Flux density at 0.4 m 

Scaling to UHECR Air Showers 

Minimum detectable  
flux density 

Bunch equivalent energy 
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4.5 m, prime focus dish 
[100° az, 90° ze]  mount 

MIDAS prototype installed  on 
top of UChicago Physics. 

Installation completed March 2010 

MIDAS  
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The MIDAS 
Camera 

  53 C-extended band [3.4,4.2GHz] 
commercial Satellite feeds  
  Feed + amplifier + downconverter 
  13K noise, 70 dB amplification 
  Output: Intermediate frequency ~ 1GHz 

  20° x 10° fov 
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Power  
Detector 

+18 V +5 V 

1 GHz 

counting room 

FEED 

B
IA

S 

roof 

DC 
Pulse 

4 G
H

z 

To ADC 

Analog Channel 

   Power detector 
               0÷2 V DC output, log response  

       10MHz to 8GHz bandwidth 
100 ns time resolution 

Flash ADC 

16 channels 

14 bit 

20 MHz 

FPGA trigger 

Developed @ 
EFI 

MIDAS 

AMBER, EASIER 
and CROME 
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Power 
detector 

+18 V +5 V 

Bias T 

VME digital electronics: 
  4 ADC boards 

 Master Trigger Board 

 GPS board 

Analog electronics enclosure 

Data acquisition: 
  Event readout 

 1 second monitoring data 

MIDAS Control 
Room 
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FIRST LEVEL TRIGGER 
 running sum 

Threshold 

100 Hz trigger rate 

SECOND LEVEL TRIGGER  
FLT pixels open a 20 µs gate: require 

topology (pattern) and time coincidence 

Pixel threshold trigger:  the running sum 
of 1 µs is compared with a threshold 

self-regulating to maintain   

HIGH-LEVEL VETO 
inhibits the SLT trigger when the rate is 
higher than a pre-set value, to filter  
noise bursts 

Accidental rate ~ 0.2 Hz 

MIDAS Trigger Strategy 
a la FD 
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 Sun passing in the f.o.v. of the central pixel 

Fsun = 88 10-22 W/m2/Hz 

From Nobeyama radio 
observatory 

 close to the 
design goal 

10 EeV 
@10 km, 
lin. scal 

5 EeV 
@10 km, 
qua. scal 

Absolute  Calibration and Sensitivity  



RFI  and duty cycle 

 ≈100% duty cycle in Chicago! 

 airplanes! Cell. tower 

 filters installed 

 with RF filter 

 Crab 
nebula 

RF filter 
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R
ow 

Time  Time 

Time (50 ns)  

Pixel Traces 

Trigger Traces 

FLT 

First 

Last 

Monte Carlo Simulated MIDAS Event 
QUADRATIC SCALING 
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Clear signature, all pulses at the 
same time. 

Noise event    
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Monte Carlo Simulated MIDAS Event 
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Event Candidate (April test run) 
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Event Candidate (October run) 
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Event Candidate (October run) 

We keep detecting (not striking) candidates. Coincidence measurement with Auger essential 



•  Install GHz wide fov feed in each tank. 
≈ 100% duty cycle with the coverage of a 
surface detector, integrated in the array 
(first test: equip one hexagon)   

•  Signal proportional to the EM energy 

•  Time shape related to the cascade 
evolution and Xmax  

•  Muonic signal in the tank by subtraction 

         COMPOSITION! 

EASIER concept 

GHz 



Why EASIER works •  EASIER will use the power and 
electronics available on the Auger 
tank. EASIER signal will be digitized, 
stored and broadcasted as a standard 
PMT channel.   Minimal changes 
needed. 
•  Triggered by the tank 

Large antenna area 
10 km distance from shower 
 O(1 µs) pulse width  

Small antenna area 
Large field-of-view 
1 km distance from shower 
 O(100 ns)  pulse width  

EASIER is easy 

      NOTE: EASIER vs MIDAS: the shower is closer and 
the signal is boosted by the geometrical time 
compression. Also, being triggered by the tank, better 
signal over noise  by averaging over events. EASIER 
sensitivity close to large FD-like dish.    



EASIER antenna and noise  

Anechoic chamber 
measurement at Valence 

Noise in Auger site, very clean band 3 - 7 GHz 

Same MIDAS feed and 
power detector  



CROME 

•  3.4 m diameter dish  
•  4 C-band receivers 1.6° fov (now 8) •  Energy range: 1016 - 1018 eV 

•  Trigger for CROME requires 3 
inner hexagons in KASCADE 
Grande 

•  Trigger rate 1 event each 5 
minutes  



CROME electronics 



RFI in Karlsruhe  
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Background Noise

Thermal Noise
! Caused by thermal
movement, external and
internal sources

! elevation dependent
! white spectrum
! measured system
temperature is !80 K for
clear sky

Radio Frequency Interference
! Airplane altimeter radars at
4.3 GHz (Band Pass filter
tested thanks to P.Privitera !)

! Synchrotron ANKA (2.5 GeV)
during injection period, visible
in both C and Ku band

ANKA synchrotron 

Microwave 
signal 

simulation 

Airplanes (RF filters) 



CROME simulated signal                  
(from triggered KG event 1018 eV ) 

Linear scaling assumed in the simulation 



CROME corresponding signal 

Analysis ongoing: KG shower reconstruction, 
KG-CROME trigger delay 

Event Candidate



First beam test @ Argonne 
C band      
power detector  

Log-periodic 
antenna 

C band 
4 GHz Ku band 

10 GHz 

700 MHz 
26 GHz 

AMY@ Frascati 
700 MeV electrons 

3 MeV electrons 
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Outlook   
•  An extensive R&D program is undergoing to detect microwave emission 
from UHECR. Complementary approaches, including beam 
measurements,  are pursued. 

•  MIDAS experience: microwave antenna calibration, mantainance and 
remote operation is much easier than UV-light FD. If technique 
successful, a very robust and low-cost detector can be built. 

•  AMBER, MIDAS, EASIER will be installed at the Auger Observatory in 
2011. CROME will continue to take data and will be upgraded till KG 
operating. Expected rates (with linear scaling) few events per month.  

•  Quadratic scaling unlikely (MIDAS should have seen many large events 
in Chicago, also CROME). The potential of the technique will depend on 
the equivalent UHECR energy threshold.  

•  After (and if) successful detection, I expect that many groups will work 
and contribute to the design of an optimized detector 
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•  An extensive R&D program is undergoing to detect microwave emission 
from UHECR. Complementary approaches, including beam 
measurements,  are pursued. 

•  MIDAS experience: microwave antenna calibration, mantainance and 
remote operation is much easier than UV-light FD. If technique 
successful, a very robust and low-cost detector can be built. 

•  AMBER, MIDAS, EASIER will be installed at the Auger Observatory in 
2011. CROME will continue to take data and will be upgraded till KG 
operating. Expected rates (with linear scaling) few events per month.  

•  Quadratic scaling unlikely (MIDAS should have seen many large events 
in Chicago, also CROME). The potential of the technique will depend on 
the equivalent UHECR energy threshold.  

•  After (and if) successful detection, I expect that many groups will work 
and contribute to the design of an optimized detector 

Stay tuned (to the microwave UHECR radio) 


